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All-in-One Cloud ERP Solution for Medical Device & Biosciences 
 
AUSTIN, TX ― March 2023 ― Cetec ERP, a leading cloud ERP software provider, provides 
web-based ERP for medical device manufacturers and distributors. Numerous medical device 
and biosciences manufacturers have proven the Cetec ERP model, with a complete cloud ERP 
that satisfies medical regulatory requirements. 

 
The cloud-based SaaS model has changed the way companies implement FDA and CFR Part 
11 measures. Cetec ERP helps customers to completely streamline quality tracking for medical 
devices in the cloud, from manufacturing to inventory, document revision control, NCRs, 
CAPAs, and inspection management. Additionally, the software completely automates error-
proof material traceability for medical devices, life sciences, and food and beverage. 
 
Military and medical customers must be able to trace back through the supply chain for all parts 
and components in an end product. Cetec ERP’s inventory management platform offers 
intelligent, system-dictated processes to ensure complete component traceability. The FIFO 
inventory methodology with bin level routing guides warehouse users to parts and barcode / 
iPad support to facilitate the put-away and pick parts processes. The pick-parts process 
simultaneously relieves inventory and captures date-code / lot-code data for the particular order, 
achieving total traceability for customer purchase orders. 
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Lot/Serial data for the sub-tier manufactured components is absolutely critical for any AS-9102 
First Article package submission. Previously, this could often take days for complex assemblies. 
It takes us less than an hour with Cetec ERP. Every click, transaction and action in Cetec ERP 
is 100 percent auditable and traceable. The software streamlines traceability requirements of 
certification bodies like ISO 9001, AS9100, ISO 13485, and FDA.  
 
Cetec ERP enables businesses to compete effectively in regulated markets (e.g. Medical, 
Military, and Aerospace) with strict customer and certification requirements (e.g. ISO 9001, ISO 
13485, AS9100, API Spec Q1/Q1, FDA requirements, UL, etc.) The fully native nature of the 
quality management system (QMS) allows you to meet requirements more efficiently and at 
lower costs than your competitors. 
 
Cetec ERP’s leading-edge system helps customers handle stringent regulatory requirements 
and track dynamic production environments, all from a single, friendly web interface. All 
modules, support, maintenance and upgrades are included in the monthly subscription.  
 
To learn more, visit http://cetecerp.com/.  
 
 
 
 
About Cetec ERP 
Cetec ERP was founded by seasoned ERP specialists with a desire to help businesses run their 
operations more efficiently. This desire led to a cloud-native platform with innovative features, available at 
a fraction of the cost of the typical ERP system. For more information, visit http://cetecerp.com/.  
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